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Dear Volunteers,
Welcome to the winter edition of our newsletter.
How lucky are we that the weather was nice and mild until the
end of May! However, the change was sudden, and now the
heater works overtime…!
We hope that you are all keeping warm and avoid getting sick. To help you, we
arranged for all volunteers to have the annual flu immunisation free of charge. A
number of you had taken up the offer, and many called me to say that they’ve
had the injection at their doctor’s.
In relation to flu and colds, please be reminded that:
Regular washing of hands with soap and warm water is one of the best ways to
kill infectious bugs.
If you have the flu or a cold, please do not visit any clients or attend any
residential facilities but rather stay at home and recover.
If you see a notice/poster at any Aged Care Facility about a flu or gastro
outbreak, do not enter- go home, and call to check if the outbreak is over (it can
take between 1 to 3 weeks).
In this newsletter we have a lot of information for you from past events, and
material that we are sure you will find useful. Also, we have had a number of
contributions from volunteers, which we value enormously.
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Address

Dear Volunteers,
Welcome to this edition of Fronditha Care’s Volunteer newsletter. The first six
months of this year have been very productive and generous to us all. Fronditha
Care continues to provide and extend its services to our elderly and our
volunteers are actively engaged in every aspect of our organisation’s activities.
This year we celebrated National Volunteer Week on 22 May 2018 with a very
special event at Merrimu Receptions. At the event we recognised the work of
our volunteers and paid tribute to our long-standing volunteer at Clayton Mrs
Elly Frangis. It was a heart warming experience to acknowledge the work of
our volunteers at this event and I congratulate all the recipients of the service
awards.
This year Fronditha Care’s plans are to finalise the third stage of the Clayton
Redevelopment and complete the new Galini building. We will also commence
the redevelopment of our St. Albans facility. More recently we also refurbished
the first floor of our new head office in Mulgrave enabling the relocation of all
corporate and community services staff to the new offices.
With the expansion of our Home Care Packages program it was timely that staff
are able to be better accommodated to work together. At our new offices in
Mulgrave we will also establish a Training Centre and Function Rooms to conduct
all of our future events and activities.
I would like to thank all of our volunteers for the wonderful work that they undertake
at Fronditha Care. Their friendship and support of our elderly is exemplary.
I thank you sincerely for your efforts and I look forward to continuing our work
with you all in the future.
George Lekakis AO
CEO

Volunteer Induction Sessions
All new staff and volunteers need to attend a Fronditha
Care Induction. In this session will go through Fronditha
Care’s vision, mission and values, its structure, the
different programs it offers and then concentrates on
the Volunteer Program. The inductions will take place
in September and a letter will come out informing you
of the time and dates. We will have 4 inductions, one in
each facility, so if you cannot make it on a specific date
you are required to come to another. Please note that
attending the session is compulsory.

National Volunteer
Week (NVW):

“Give a little, change a lot”
In May thousands of events were held across the country to say thank you to the 6 million
Australians who volunteer their time.
We at Fronditha Care are very proud of our dedicated team of volunteers who are very much
a part of the work that our organisation does: our volunteers visit the elderly in residential
aged care facilities, visit people in their homes, fundraise for our cause and sit on our Board of
Directors.
To celebrate NVW, Fronditha Care held its Volunteer Recognition Ceremony and Luncheon
at Merrimu Receptions. During the Ceremony we had the opportunity to get together, eat
and drink, but also award volunteers with 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 years’ service. We heard from
Fronditha Care’s CEO, George Lekakis AO, and the Board of Directors President, Mr. Nick Thodos.
Guest speaker was Ms. Irini Kassas, a young and inspirational volunteer, who was selected
Young Citizen of the Year in Newcastle, NSW, this year. Tribute was also paid to long-standing
volunteer, Mrs Elly Franghis.
Some facts about volunteerism:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

An estimated total of 932 million hours was volunteered during 2016.
The rates of volunteering are highest among males aged 45-54 years at 302,612 people.
The rates of volunteering are highest among women aged 35-44 at 399,889 people.
Overall, the rates of volunteering are highest in the 45-54 year age group at 679,602
people.
Business volunteering in the workplace is increasing, with 63% of large companies having a
workplace volunteering program, 30% of mid-sized businesses, and 6% of small business.
Research demonstrates that nationally, volunteering’s estimated annual contribution is
$290 billion.
Volunteering Australia’s State of Volunteering in Australia report found that 46% of people
have undertaken informal volunteering, predominantly by taking care of someone in the
community.
Volunteers are inspired to be involved in volunteering as it allows them to give something
back to the community.
Volunteers are motivated to volunteer by a personal belief in a cause or issue.
Volunteers are driven to volunteer to make a difference.
The State of Volunteering in Australia Report found that 93% of people saw positive changes
as a result of their volunteering efforts.

Annual
Survey
This survey is an opportunity for you to express your opinions
about Fronditha Care, and this will assist us in continuously
improving the Volunteer Program and in shaping our
organisations direction over the next few years. We aim to
have the survey out in the next few months. Fronditha Care
strongly encourages every volunteer to complete and return
the survvey as your comments and views are important.

Volunteer meetings
Four meetings were conducted in April (St Albans, Clayton, Thornbury and
Templestowe ACF’s). A total of 70 volunteers attended. Some of the issues
discussed were:
•

Using the Volunteer Folder’s front cover for notices.

•

Very important to alway sign in and out.

•

Avoiding gossip. Address issues with Volunteer Coordinator.

•

Always follow instructions given by staff/ask staff.

•

Clients and privacy: always use discretion when going into someone’s room,
i.e. knock on door, ask staff beforehand if OK, etc.

•

Gastro and flu season: don’t come if sick/don’t enter facility if there is a notice
to that effect. Call before you come back.

New address and telephone
numbers
Since February 2018 Fronditha Care moved all its
corporate and community services staff under the one
roof at 16 Anzed Court, Mulgrave, 3170.
It is a fully renovated facility, and we enjoy all the amenities
of a modern environment. You are more than welcome
to come and visit us! However, if you cannot and would
like to see any of us in person please give us a call and
we can arrange to meet you at one of our Aged Care
Facilities.

Our new telephone
numbers are:
Stelios Piakis 9552 4179,
mobile 0447 530 673
Effie Kapnias 9552 4136,
mobile 0418 414 749
Also note that our roles have changed slightly, and as
follows:
Effie is responsible for volunteers attending the Planned
Activity Groups. She is also responsible for volunteer
induction and training and managing all volunteer
functions.
Stelios is responsible for volunteers visiting the Aged Care
Facilities and those visiting clients in their homes.

Questions asked by
Volunteers:
Q- “I have a relative at the ACF where I volunteer.
Can I help them in any way, e.g. assist with feeding them?”
A-“If you are visiting as a volunteer, then during that day and
time you are to follow the rules and regulations of Fronditha Care
volunteerism. If you wish to come another day and be with your
relative you can do so, as a visitor. You are not to sign the volunteers’
folder, nor wear your ID badge. You are also to inform staff that
you are not attending as a volunteer when you are a visitor to the
family. Please do not feed residents as volunteers, and if you are
a visitor you must have permission by the nurse in charge to feed
a resident.
Q- “If my police check is due and has not been done as yet, can I still
come to the ACF?”
A- “If your police check has not been done as yet, then you cannot
attend the ACF as a volunteer. You can come as a visitor though. You
are not to sign the volunteers’ folder, nor wear your ID badge. You
are also to inform staff that you are not attending as a volunteer.”
Issues raised by volunteers:
- Not to book meetings etc. on significant religious days
(one meeting was booked on St George’s day-our apologies)
- Not to book meetings and other events, like Ceremonies,
on days that you may have religious fasting.

2018 Multicultural
Leading Citizens
Awards

Fronditha Care nominated three volunteers who have made noteworthy contributions during
the past year for these Awards, namely:
•
•
•

Malamidis Christos
Stamatopoulos Despina
Limneos Evangelia

Clare O’Neil MP, Shadow Minister for Justice and Federal Member for Hotham presented the
Awards, noting that within two generations the community has made a huge contribution to
Australia and its culture. We congratulate our volunteers for their significant involvement and
wish them all the best in the future.

Notifiable Data Breach (NDB)
The Privacy Amendment (Notifiable Data Breaches) Act 2017 established the NDB scheme in
Australia (to be Part IIIC of the Privacy Act 1988 on commencement).
The NDB scheme sets out obligations for notifying affected individuals, and the Australian
Information Commissioner, about a data breach which is likely to result in serious harm.
The NDB scheme strengthens protections to personal information —providing affected
individuals with an opportunity to take steps to protect their personal information following
a breach. Further, the transparency supported by the scheme encourages greater personal
information security capability across Australian industries.
The NDB scheme applies to organisations with obligations under the Privacy Act 1988.
Fronditha Care is such an organisation. Fronditha Care’ Privacy Policy and Procedure sets out
Fronditha Care’s commitment to protecting the privacy of personal information of residents,
clients, employees, volunteers and external providers.
Fronditha Care’s obligations extend to its staff members and its volunteers, requiring them to
be committed to protecting and respecting the personal and health information of clients.

Attached to this Newsletter is the relevant Fronditha Care flow chart.

Home Visits
We need volunteers to visit isolated people at home. Acknowledging the complexities associated
with volunteers visiting clients at home (Home Visits), volunteers may receive reimbursement
for out-of-pocket expenses to carry out the work concerned.
At the moment we urgently need volunteers for the following isolated Greek eldery:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•














Broadmeadows: Maria
Moorabbin: Anna
Preston: George
Thomastown: Maria
Taylors Lakes: Iordana
Taylors Lakes: Vasiliki
Mill Park: Helen
St Albans: Gavriil
Eltham: Pashalia
Clifton Hill: Evanthia
Northcote: Maria
Box Hill North: Andreas

Please call us if you can help.

Material from volunteers
We have had many volunteer contributions, from songs and poems to jokes and life stories.
A big thanks to all of you! We did not have the space to include all, but kept them for future
editions of the Volunteer Newsletter- your newsletter! Here are some of your offerings:

“As Fronditha volunteers, we visit several Nursing Homes of multicultural residents and where
we know that we would find Greek elderly residents.
The other day we were visiting a Home for the first time where we knew two elderly ladies
were. We were signing the visitors book at reception when an elderly lady seating near the
door gave us a huge smile when she heard us talking in Greek. ‘Good morning’ I said and she
answered ‘kalimera, me lene Koula’. She asked if we came to visit her. “Of course”, we said. I
think we made her day.
It’s amazing how people react when they hear their native language spoken. The smiles we get,
the look of happiness to be able to communicate in their mother language, the life stories they
tell us. They join us in singing old time popular Greek songs.
To us, as volunteers, it is very fulfilling.”
- Mary Loupis

“For me it’s an honour to be let into their homes, into their lives, into their hearts. The elderly trust
you with their emotions, and when you walk out you carry them into your heart; it’s priceless!”
- Anastasia Dare

Your Opinion
We want your feedback on anything and
everything: what topics/issues you want
to see included in the Newsletter, or
covered in future educational seminars, on
improvements we can make. This way, we
will be able to better cater for your needs.
So, please contact us!

Warmest regards,
Effie Kapnias & Stelios Piakis
Volunteer Coordinators
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Stories of active
volunteering

Working one-to-one

Some volunteers work individually with
clients. These one-to-one activities can
include visiting the person in their home,
taking them on outings or just chatting to
them on the phone at a regular time.

Some topics for discussion
In getting to know your client, think about how
to draw them out in conversation. Some good
areas to explore include:
• their early years - Where were they born?
Where did they grow up and go to school?
How many siblings in their family?
• their early adulthood - Did they work? Did
they study? Did they travel? How do they
think their early adulthood compares to
young people today?
• their family life - Did they have a long-term
partnership? Do they have children? Do they
have grandchildren?
• their skills and hobbies - What were they
good at doing? What did they do to relax?
Do they still pursue these activities? If not,
why not? Would they like to?

How can volunteers assist clients
to stay active and independent?
Volunteers who work individually with clients
have the chance to develop a special
relationship. The extra time spent together
lets you both get to know each other well.

• their interests and aspirations - What do
they love? How important is family to them?
Are they passionate about art or travel?
Gardening or antiques? How do they maintain
their interest in these areas?

Remember to be guided by the person
and their willingness to chat when exploring
personal information. There may be sensitivities
or just sad memories or associations, but
people may also appreciate the opportunity
to have conversations that are personal and
meaningful. Take your lead from the individual.
From the information that the client shares
with you:
• open up discussion topics that are of interest
to the person.
• talk about books, newspaper articles or
films that connect to the person’s interests
or life stories. This may prompt them to read
or view something new.
• link the person’s interests to topical events exhibitions, festivals or shows.
• if you are taking the person on outings, let
this information inform the things you do.
If your client loves gardening, rather than
just going to a shopping centre can you
take them to local gardens or a nursery?
Or even go for a walk locally, especially
in spring?

For further discussion
What are some of the interesting
things you’ve discussed with clients?
What are some of the most interesting
things a client has shared with you?
(Not personal information.)
What have you learnt from these
discussions?

The importance of making decisions
We know how important it is for people to
make decisions in their own life - to have
some control.
As people age or become frail, it may
become more difficult for them to make
decisions in some areas, which makes it more
important that they are supported and given
opportunities to make their own decisions on
a social level. When you go out with your client,
make sure you allow them the time to make
decisions and choices - even simple ones,
like what to eat, or when you have a cup of tea,
and bigger choices, like where you will go or
what you talk about.
Building a relationship with someone over
time also puts you in an important position to
observe how ‘they are travelling’ and to give
them some feedback. Remember, they may
be quite socially isolated; having someone tell
them that they look well, or noticing something
about their appearance is a simple thing that can
really help their self esteem and confidence,
especially if they don’t receive many of these
sorts of positive comments any more.

Notifiable Data Breach
Reporting Flow Chart
Fronditha Care has an obligation to take reasonable steps to handle personal information in accordance with
the Australian Privacy Principles .Under the Notifiable Data Breach Scheme, in the event that personal
information held by Fronditha Care is involved in a data breach that may result in serious harm, the following
steps must be taken:
Suspected or Known Data Breach
A data breach is an unauthorised access or unauthorised disclosure of personal information, or loss of personal
information, that Fronditha Care holds.
Where possible, Fronditha Care will take immediate steps to reduce any potential harm to individuals
Contain
Fronditha Care will contain a suspected or known breach by taking immediate steps to limit any further access
or distribution of the affected personal information, or the possible compromise of other information.

Assess
Fronditha Care will consider whether the data breach is likely to result in serious harm and will
conduct an
assessment .This will include :
• Assigning a designated team from the respective departments including management personnel
• Investigating, gathering relevant information about the incident. This will assist to determine the
degree of potential harm e.g.:
1. Identity theft and /or loss of unencrypted storage media containing personal information
2. Unintentional publication of sensitive data to ,email sent the wrong recipient
3. Significant financial loss , online, banking fraud
4. Threats to an individual’s physical safety
5. Loss of business or employment opportunities
6. Humiliation, damage to reputation and relationship
7. Workplace or social bullying or marginalization l
• Evaluating the information making an evidence based decision about whether serious harm is likely.
This will be documented.
Notify and Review
If serious harm has been identified as likely, a statement to the Commissioner will be prepared with:
• Identity and contact details of the notifying person
• Description of the data breach
• The kind of information concerned
• Recommended steps for individuals
• The affected individual(s) must be notified using the most appropriate method of communication
A review of the incident and preventative action will be taken to prevent future breaches
In some limited circumstances, an exception to the obligation to notify may apply (see guide)
At the discretion of the CEO other relevant regulatory bodies may be notified as appropriate and as needed:
1. The local Police and or other Law enforcement agencies
2. Australian Health Practitioners Regulation Agency or other professional regulatory bodies ,
ATO,ASIC Australian Prudential Regulation Authority
3. Fronditha’s Financial Provider
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